Advances in the automation of whole-cell patch clamp technology
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ABSTRACT

Electrophysiology is the study of neural activity in the form of local field potentials, current flow through ion channels, calcium spikes, back propagating action potentials and somatic action potentials, all measurable on a millisecond timescale. Despite great progress in imaging technologies and sensor proteins, none of the currently available tools allow imaging of neural activity on a millisecond timescale and beyond the first few hundreds of microns inside the brain. The patch clamp technique has been an invaluable tool since its inception several decades ago and has generated a wealth of knowledge about the nature of voltage- and ligand-gated ion channels, sub-threshold and supra-threshold activity, and characteristics of action potentials related to higher order functions. Many techniques that evolve to be standardized tools in the biological sciences go through a period of transformation in which they become, at least to some degree, automated, in order to improve reproducibility, throughput and standardization. The patch clamp technique is currently undergoing this transition, and in this review, we will discuss various aspects of this transition, covering advances in automated patch clamp technology both in vitro and in vivo.
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1. Introduction

The computations performed by the mammalian brain and their information content are transmitted in the form of ionic currents through membrane channels. The patch clamp technique, the gold-standard for electrophysiological characterization of individual neurons, utilizes a glass electrode to achieve electrical access to the inside of the neuronal membrane, enabling low-noise, high-temporal resolution recordings and manipulation of a neuron’s electrical signals. Recent advancements in sensor proteins, actuator proteins, and optical tools have enabled “all-optical” approaches to electrophysiology, which utilize fluorescent voltage sensors (Adam et al., 2019; Piatkevich et al., 2019; Hochbaum et al., 2014; Kiskinis et al., 2018) or calcium sensors (Zhang et al., 2018) in combination with optogenetics. While in vivo recording and control of multiple cells using all-optical approaches can be very powerful for establishing the relationship between neuronal dynamics and behavior, in the case of calcium sensors, the response time of the sensors is on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds (Badura et al., 2014), which is too slow to enable direct inference of cellular activity, especially action potentials, that occur on the order of a millisecond. Recently developed voltage sensors do exhibit millisecond resolution, but technical challenges related to imaging speed and depth currently limit their application to studies observing only a few cells at a time in superficial layers of cortical tissues in vivo (deeper brain regions like hippocampus can be imaged only after aspirating overlying brain structures, as done in Adam et al., 2019 and Piatkevich et al., 2019). Most importantly, control over the membrane voltage, as achieved by the voltage clamp in the patch clamp technique, is not possible yet with optical approaches. Thus, while all-optical approaches are ideally suited for characterizing population activity in the context of behavior, patch clamp technology, along with other methods that establish direct electrical contact between a cell and a probe, such as recently developed nano-pipette technology (Jayant et al., 2019, 2017), remains an important tool for studying functional and biophysical aspects of individual neurons. Patch clamp recordings can furthermore be combined with labeling approaches to study cellular morphology and anatomy (Cid & de la Prida, this issue) as well as with single-cell RNA sequencing to characterize gene expression patterns (e.g., Patch-seq; Cadwell et al., 2017, 2016), enabling comprehensive profiling of individual neurons.

The patch clamp technique has thus found its use in a wide range of applications that span from the measurement of ionic currents through transmembrane channel proteins of denervated frog muscle fibers at its inception (Neher and Sakmann, 1976) to the characterization of identified cell types in the mammalian brain (Chen et al., 2015; Gentet et al., 2012, 2010; Pala and Petersen, 2015; van Welie et al., 2016) to functional studies of individual cells in brain disorders (Arispe et al., 2012, 2010; Pala and Petersen, 2015; van Welie et al., 2016). These configurations include cell-attached, whole-cell, outside-out, and inside-out membrane limited the use of the patch clamp technique to isolated cells (Badura et al., 2014), which is too slow to enable direct inference of cellular activity, especially action potentials, that occur on the order of a millisecond. Recently developed voltage sensors do exhibit millisecond resolution, but technical challenges related to imaging speed and depth currently limit their application to studies observing only a few cells at a time in superficial layers of cortical tissues in vivo (deeper brain regions like hippocampus can be imaged only after aspirating overlying brain structures, as done in Adam et al., 2019 and Piatkevich et al., 2019). Most importantly, control over the membrane voltage, as achieved by the voltage clamp in the patch clamp technique, is not possible yet with optical approaches. Thus, while all-optical approaches are ideally suited for characterizing population activity in the context of behavior, patch clamp technology, along with other methods that establish direct electrical contact between a cell and a probe, such as recently developed nano-pipette technology (Jayant et al., 2019, 2017), remains an important tool for studying functional and biophysical aspects of individual neurons. Patch clamp recordings can furthermore be combined with labeling approaches to study cellular morphology and anatomy (Cid & de la Prida, this issue) as well as with single-cell RNA sequencing to characterize gene expression patterns (e.g., Patch-seq; Cadwell et al., 2017, 2016), enabling comprehensive profiling of individual neurons.

The patch clamp technique has thus found its use in a wide range of applications that span from the measurement of ionic currents through transmembrane channel proteins of denervated frog muscle fibers at its inception (Neher and Sakmann, 1976) to the characterization of identified cell types in the mammalian brain (Chen et al., 2015; Gentet et al., 2012, 2010; Pala and Petersen, 2015; van Welie et al., 2016) to functional studies of individual cells in brain disorders (Arispe et al., 2012, 2010; Pala and Petersen, 2015; van Welie et al., 2016). These configurations include cell-attached, whole-cell, outside-out, and inside-out.

2. Initial development of patch clamp technique in vitro

When the patch clamp technique was first developed by Neher and Sakmann in 1976, they used heat-polished pipettes with a tip diameter of 3–5 μm to measure the current from enzymatically cleaned cell membrane surfaces (Neher and Sakmann, 1976; Sakmann and Neher, 1984). To reduce noise due to the leakage shunt between the cell membrane and the bath, the pipette had to be pressed onto the surface of the cell membrane, forming an electrical seal with tens of MΩ resistance between the pipette tip and the membrane (Neher and Sakmann, 1976). It was later discovered that light suction applied to the pipette upon contact between the pipette tip and the cell membrane can increase the seal resistance to above a gigahm (i.e., result in a gigaseal; Hamill et al., 1981; Sigworth and Neher, 1980). This discovery was important, because it improved the recording quality of the patch clamp technique (Sakmann and Neher, 1984) and enabled the development of different recording configurations (Hamill et al., 1981). These configurations include cell-attached, whole-cell, outside-out, and inside-out, each of which is best suited for different experimental applications (for reviews on these configurations, see Hamill et al., 1981; Okada, 2012; Sakmann and Neher, 1984; Zhao et al., 2008).

The need for direct contact between the pipette tip and the cell membrane limited the use of the patch clamp technique to isolated cells that have their membranes exposed (e.g., cultured cells on a dish), until it was discovered that neurons in mammalian brain slices can be patched after brief treatment of the tissue slices with proteolytic enzymes (Gray and Johnston, 1985). However, since proteolytic enzymes may damage the proteins on the cell membrane of interest, different approaches were sought and developed. To enable direct contact between the tip of a patch pipette and the tissue-covered cell membrane, these approaches implemented either a two-step process in which a separate, “cleaning” pipette was first used to remove the part of the tissue covering the cell body of interest (Edwards et al., 1989) or a one-step process in which positive pressure was applied to a patch pipette as it was penetrating the tissue and approaching the cell membrane (Blanton et al., 1989). The integration of differential interference contrast (DIC) optics was another major advancement for enabling patch clamping in brain slices, as the improved imaging quality offered by DIC-based microscopy enabled visually-guided patching of soma as well as dendrites of targeted neurons in mammalian brain slices (Stuart et al., 1993). DIC-based visually-guided patch clamping has become a standard method for studying neurons in brain slices. More recently, with the advent of genetically engineered mouse models, cell type-specific fluorescent labeling (e.g., as available in transgenic mice) and fluorescence imaging (e.g., using an epifluorescence microscope) have been successfully combined with patch clamping to investigate genetically-defined neuronal classes in vivo (e.g., Ting et al., 2014).

3. Patch clamp recordings in vivo

Although brain slices preserve synaptic connections in the immediate vicinity of the cells of interest and enable investigation of neuronal activity in somewhat intact local circuits (i.e., more preserved circuits compared to cell cultures), more physiologically relevant insights into the relationship between neural activity and higher order brain functions, such as sensory information processing, perception, and memory, can only be achieved in vivo preparations. The first successful in vivo whole-cell patch clamp recordings were demonstrated in the visual cortex of live, anesthetized cats (Pei et al., 1991). Although these recordings were obtained with an “incomplete” seal (i.e., the seal resistance was 100–300 MΩ), this work suggested the feasibility of obtaining successful whole-cell patch clamp recordings in vivo. Several years later, it was demonstrated that whole-cell patch clamp recordings can be obtained from awake, head-fixed and even freely-moving rodents (Margrie et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009, 2006), establishing the patch clamp technique as an invaluable tool for correlating single neuron activity to higher order brain functions.

3.1. Blind patch clamp recordings

The first in vivo whole-cell patch clamp recordings were performed in a “blind” fashion. In this recording mode, the whole-cell configuration is achieved without any visualization of targeted neurons or patch pipettes. A patch pipette, with high positive pressure (100–200 mbar in Margrie et al., 2002; 500–800 mbar in Lee et al., 2009) being applied to its interior to prevent clogging or blockage, is inserted into the brain to
a target depth. Once at the target depth, the positive pressure is reduced (to ~25 to 35 mbar), and the patch pipette is sequentially moved down in small (~2–3 μm) steps while monitoring the tip resistance. When the pipette tip makes contact with a cell membrane, an increase in the pipette resistance and a pulsation of the pipette current are observed. The amount of resistance increase can vary depending on the magnitude of positive pressure applied to the pipette interior while approaching the cell, with the pipette tip resistance becoming less sensitive to the distance between the pipette tip and the cell membrane at excessively high positive pressure levels (~0.6 psi according to Desai et al., 2015). However, high positive pressure can also be beneficial, because it helps keep the pipette tip clean while approaching the cell, which then leads to better contact with the cell membrane and ultimately to low access resistance (i.e., better recording quality). Once the encounter between the pipette tip and the cell membrane is confirmed by observing the resistance change, the pipette pressure is released and suction is applied to form a gigaseal, followed by short suction pulses leading to break-in of the membrane patch and the whole-cell configuration.

Advantages of the blind patch technique include its (theoretically) unlimited depth of recordings (since the targeted depth is not limited by optical constraints) and the relatively large working area above the preparation (Okada, 2012). While knowledge of the anatomical arrangement of various classes of cells in different brain areas allows one to enhance the probability of targeting specific cell types (e.g., layer V cortical neurons), on the whole, blind patching is not an ideal method for the investigation of specific cell types or cell classes, given that the pipette encounters neurons in a random fashion (Margrie et al., 2003).

3.2. Image-guided patch clamp recordings

To overcome the limitation of the blind approach described above, in vivo two-photon laser scanning microscopy, which enables imaging of fluorescence signals relatively deep in the intact brain (Denk et al., 1994; Helmchen and Denk, 2005; Svoboda et al., 1997), has been integrated with patch clamping. In a method called “two-photon targeted patching” (TPTP; Komai et al., 2006; Margrie et al., 2003), cells that are fluorescently labeled by the generation of transgenic mice (e.g., Meyer et al., 2002) or by the injection of viral vectors (e.g., Callaway, 2005; Komai et al., 2006) are visualized simultaneously with a fluorescent dye-filled patch pipette, using a two-photon microscope. To distinguish the patch pipette from the cells, a fluorescent dye that has a significantly different emission spectrum compared to that of fluorescently labeled cells is used to fill the pipette. Similar to the blind approach, the patch pipette for TPTP is first moved into the brain under high positive pressure (100–600 mbar depending on the concentration of pipette dye). Once the pipette tip is positioned near the region of interest, the positive pressure is reduced (to 20–40 mbar), and the pipette is navigated to the target cell under visual guidance. While approaching the cell, both the pipette tip and the cell are imaged continuously to track the location of the cell, which is displaced in response to the pipette movement (by ~2 μm on average in the transverse plane according to Suk et al., 2017), and to adjust the pipette tip position accordingly. The pipette tip can be moved laterally inside the brain while approaching the cell, but the amount of lateral movements is kept low (usually below 50–75 μm) to reduce potential damage to the brain tissue. The final approach to the cell involves either axial movement of the pipette (i.e., diagonal movement along the pipette axis) to the center of the cell body or placement of the pipette tip above the center of the cell and subsequent vertical movement onto the cell membrane. Since two-photon imaging generally cannot provide the level of structural detail that DIC-based microscopes offer, the distance between the pipette tip and the cell membrane during the final approach is estimated using the changes in the pipette tip resistance, as done in the blind approach, in addition to the visual guidance. A schematic representation of a TPTP setup is shown in Fig. 1A (adapted from Fig. 1 in Komai et al., 2006), together with example dual-channel images of a targeted cell and a patch pipette in Fig. 1B (adapted from Fig. 2 in Margrie et al., 2003).

In a closely related method termed “shadow-patching” (Kitamura et al., 2008; Häusser and Margrie, 2014), the extracellular space in the wild-type brain is perfused with a fluorescent dye from a patch pipette, which enables the visualization of unlabeled cells as “shadows” and thus image-guided navigation of the patch pipette to these cells. Unlike TPTP, shadow-patching allows for direct visualization of “dimpling” of the cell membrane (i.e., the formation of a small depression in the cell membrane due to the pipette tip pushing against it, which signals good contact ready for gigasealing) as a bubble of dye trapped on the cell membrane, which helps with timing of the pressure release and suction application for gigaseal formation. For both TPTP and shadow-patching, formation of a gigaseal and rupture of the membrane patch for the whole-cell configuration are performed using similar procedures as in the blind approach.

Compared to the blind approach, image-guided patching is limited to a relatively low depth (~500 μm) due to tissue scattering that limits the imaging depth of two-photon microscopy. The level of illumination used during patching also needs to be carefully controlled, as using high laser intensity to better visualize the pipette tip and the cell membrane comes at a cost of lower chance of successfully forming a gigaseal, potentially due to the cell membrane or the pipette solution being negatively impacted (Komai et al., 2006; Margrie et al., 2003; the maximum average laser intensity tolerable for sealing and patching is between 1 and 10 mW according to Margrie et al., 2003). Despite these limitations, image-guided patching has been shown to be extremely valuable for cell type-specific characterizations of neurons in the intact brain (Chen et al., 2015; Gentet et al., 2012, 2010; Pala and Petersen, 2015; van Welie et al., 2016). Recent advances in laser scanning microscopy that enable imaging deeper in the intact tissue (e.g., three-photon microscopy described in Horton et al., 2013), combined with the development of improved fluorescent tags (e.g., near-infrared fluorescent proteins described in Piatkevich et al., 2017), may further broaden the application of image-guided patching.

3.3. Challenges of patch clamp recordings in vivo

Despite its obvious value as a tool for characterizing the function of different cell types in neural circuits, the patch clamp technique has not yet become a routine method in biological sciences, because it requires a lot of skill and experience to perform in comparison to other technologies. Consequently, in particular in the case of in vivo patch clamp, the technique has been adopted only by a relatively small subset of electrophysiologists. Even for these experts, in vivo patching has relatively low data yield (for the blind approach, ~20 to 30% of pipettes used for patching result in the formation of gigaseal and whole-cell configuration, according to Lee et al., 2009; Margrie et al., 2002; for TPTP, it is ~10 to 20%, according to Margrie et al., 2003), further emphasizing the need for automated approaches to enable higher yield and throughput.

4. Automated patch clamp recordings

To facilitate the use of patch clamp as a standardized tool in biology, several attempts have been made to automate the sequential steps involved in using the technique, for both in vitro and in vivo preparations. Currently available automated systems and strategies have shown various levels of success at reproducing or even surpassing the quality, yield, and throughput of recordings performed by human experimentalists, and we describe them below.

4.1. Automated patch clamp recordings in vitro

Early efforts to automate the patch clamp technique led to the development of planar devices for in vitro recordings from cultured cells
Instead of the “top-down” approach used in the manual recordings for the pipette-target cell contact formation, these automated systems use a “bottom-up” configuration (Dunlop et al., 2008), in which each well of a multi-well plate has a small aperture on the bottom surface. After the target cells in suspension are introduced into the wells of these systems, a negative pressure is applied through the apertures to bring the cells close and subsequently form a gigaseal. Although these systems enable automated patch clamp recordings with much higher throughput compared to the manual approach, the planar configuration limits their use to cells that can be isolated and suspended in a solution (for reviews on the automated patching systems with the planar configuration, see Dunlop et al., 2008 and Okada, 2012).

Automated systems that utilize conventional patch electrodes and sample preparations have also been developed. For example, the multi-electrode patch-clamp system developed by Perin and Markram (2013) is built around a conventional patch rig and simplifies multi-cell patching in brain slices by automating positioning of patch pipettes close to targeted cells. The system also provides a pneumatic system controlled by a human interface device for repeatable and precise pipette pressure adjustments during patching. However, several key steps are still left for human experimenters to perform (e.g., the final approach to contact the cell with the pipette tip; triggering of pressure level adjustments for sealing and breaking in). With this system, twelve neurons could be patched simultaneously in brain slices of rats, far surpassing the number of cells that can be simultaneously patched using a fully manual approach (Perin and Markram, 2013).

To enable a near complete automation of image-guided patch clamp recordings in brain slices, a recent system termed the “Autopatcher IG” (“Image-Guided”; Wu et al., 2016) utilizes computer vision-based algorithms for automatic pipette tip calibration and fluorescent cell detection. The pipette tip calibration involves automatic detection of the location of the pipette tip that is imaged using an upright DIC-based microscope without fluorescence. Since commonly used fluorescence-based object and shape recognition strategies (e.g., fluorescence intensity-based thresholding followed by shape or edge detection) cannot reliably detect non-fluorescent pipette tips, the Autopatcher IG addresses the challenge of pinpointing the position of the pipette tip by implementing a multi-stage image processing algorithm that involves de-noising, edge detection, feature extraction, and color inversion. This pipette tip detection strategy kept the positioning error low (1.6 μm on average) during automatic pipette tip calibration, which subsequently enabled automated pipette navigation to a targeted cell. The Autopatcher IG also automates seal formation and break-in, providing a platform for fully automated patching of fluorescent cells in brain slices. The system could be used to automate patching of fluorescent layer V neurons in cortical slices of Thy1-ChR2-EYFP mice, obtaining similar recording quality compared to manual patching of neurons in brain slices of wild-type mice. The average times spent for pipette positioning, gigaseal formation, and break-in were also significantly reduced compared to manual patching. For patching non-fluorescent cells in wild-type mice (which required manual cell detection using DIC optics), the system required user interruption during the patching process for 47.7% of the trials (21 out of 44 trials), mostly caused by inaccuracies in automated micromanipulator positioning or failure of the patching algorithm to form a gigaseal (Wu et al., 2016). For fully
automated trials (which accounted for 23 out of 44 trials, or 52.3%) and semi-automated trials (i.e., trials requiring user interruptions), the rates of achieving the successful whole-cell configuration (defined as a cell membrane resistance lower than 300 MΩ and a holding current between −200 pA and 100 pA) were 82.6% and 52.4% respectively, while it was 35.3% for manual trials. The seal resistance, the membrane capacitance, the membrane resistance, the access resistance, and the holding current were not significantly different between automatic/semi-automatic patching and manual patching, while the average times spent for pipette placement onto the target cell, gigaseal formation, and break-in were significantly shorter for automatic/semi-automatic patching compared to manual patching. While this was a major step towards full automation of slice patching, human intervention-free patch clamp recordings of non-fluorescent cells visualized using DIC optics has not been achieved yet. As suggested by Wu et al., limitations that cause the Autopatcher IG to require user interruptions (as described above) could be potentially addressed by using micro-manipulators with more accurate positioning capabilities and a closed-loop algorithm for continuous tracking of the pipette tip location, but a new image analysis strategy capable of detecting non-fluorescent cells and its implementation in the closed-loop algorithm for real-time tracking of the target cell position may be even more critical in overcoming the need for human intervention when using the Autopatcher IG.

4.2. Automated blind patch clamp recordings in vivo

The first automated system for in vivo patch clamp recordings was developed for blind patching (Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012). This LabVIEW-based system, called the “autopatcher”, utilizes an algorithm that divides the blind patching process into four distinct stages, as shown in Fig. 2A (Fig. 1(a) in Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012). To run this algorithm, the autopatcher integrates a set of standard patch clamp equipment, such as the pipette holder, the headstage, the patch amplifier, and the analog-to-digital converter, with programmable linear motors (for automated pipette navigation), computer-controlled pneumatic valves (for closed-loop pipette pressure modulation), and a digital board (for real-time pipette resistance measurement). Using the autopatcher, successful whole-cell recordings (defined as less than 500 pA of holding current when held at −65 mV for at least 5 min) could be
obtained from both cortical and hippocampal neurons in anesthetized mice at a rate of 32.9% (gigaseal cell-attached recordings were obtained 36% of the time), which is similar or superior to the success rates for manual in vivo patching reported in literature (Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009; Margrie et al., 2002). In addition, the quality of whole-cell recordings (assessed using access resistance, holding current, resting potential, and holding time) and the time required to obtain whole-cell recordings were similar between autopatching and manual in vivo patching (Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009; Margrie et al., 2002). It was later shown that the autopatcher could also be used to obtain whole-cell recordings from awake, head-fixed mice, either immobilized or running on a floating ball (Kodandaramaiah et al., 2016). Schematic representation of the autopatcher setup and example recordings obtained using the autopatcher are shown in Fig. 2B–D (Fig. 1(b)–(d) in Kodandaramaiah et al., 2012).

The autopatching algorithm has also been used to enable simultaneous patching of multiple cells (i.e., multi-patching; Kodandaramaiah et al., 2018). The “multipatcher”, composed of four interacting autopatching robots, could obtain dual or triple whole-cell recordings 30.7% of the time (i.e., out of 41 trials, with four patch pipettes being simultaneously controlled in each trial, 13 trials led to two or three pipettes achieving the whole-cell configuration) in the visual and somatosensory cortices of anesthetized mice, but it could not obtain quadruple recordings. If each pipette is considered individually, the rate at which the whole-cell configuration could be obtained was 31.7% (52 out of 164 pipettes), which is similar to that reported for the autopatcher. When used in awake, head-fixed, body-restrained mice, the multipatcher led to at least one successful whole-cell recording in 55.7% of the trials and dual or triple recordings in 17.5% of the trials (which translated to the success rate of 17.3% when each pipette was considered individually).

A similar automated system was recently developed for blind patching in awake, head-fixed, behaving mice (Desai et al., 2015). This MATLAB-based system not only automates the key steps in blind patching, such as penetration of the dura, moving of the pipette tip towards a targeted region, searching of a neuron, sealing, and break-in, but it also enables automatic positioning of patch pipettes into craniotomies before the start of the patching process, by integrating a camera and an image-processing algorithm. Using this system, successful whole-cell recordings could be typically obtained in 5 min at a rate of 17% in awake, head-fixed mice running on a wheel. The recording quality, as assessed using series resistance, was comparable to that obtained by manual patching, and the recording duration was 8 min on average (Desai et al., 2015). It is worth nothing that, although the success rate for the MATLAB-based system was lower compared to that for the autopatcher (17% vs 33%), the success rate for the multipatcher in awake, head-fixed mice was very close to that for the MATLAB-based system. The relatively low success rate may thus be mainly due to the added complexity involved in patching in awake animals (e.g., significant and largely unpredictable brain movement due to locomotion) rather than the differences between the systems (e.g., pressure levels used for patching, removal of dura).

To improve the yield of automated patch clamp recordings deep in the brain (e.g., in the thalamus), a robotic system that adds automatic lateral pipette navigation to the autopatching algorithm was recently developed (Stoy et al., 2017). As the pipette penetrates the brain to reach a desired region/depth for patching, the system detects an obstruction (e.g., a blood vessel) by detecting an increase in the pipette tip resistance (≥12.5% increase above baseline resistance). Once an obstruction is encountered, the pipette tip is retracted parallel to the pipette axis and the pipette tip resistance is subsequently recorded to establish a baseline value. The pipette tip is then moved laterally, lowered back to the depth at which the obstruction was detected, and the pipette tip resistance is checked again to determine if the tip resistance is less than 200 kΩ above the baseline value (in which case, it is presumed that the tip has successfully circumvented the obstruction). If the pipette tip still shows a resistance increase above the threshold value, the steps described above are repeated until the resistance increase is below the threshold or the lateral excursion exceeds 50 μm. Using this “dodging algorithm”, the rate of clogging the pipette tip while moving the pipette tip to the depth of 3000 μm in the mouse brain was drastically reduced (from around 75% to 18%), but the time it took to reach the target depth was also significantly increased (from 6 s to 75 s). The autopatcher implementing the dodging algorithm could obtain whole-cell recordings from neurons in the thalamus, with access resistance, holding currents, and resting membrane potentials that were comparable to those from cortical neurons. The success rate for a whole-cell recording from a thalamic neuron was 10%, which was a ten-fold improvement compared to that obtained without using the automatic lateral pipette navigation for dodging obstruction (Stoy et al., 2017). However, a success rate of 10% in anesthetized mice is still much lower compared to that achievable in the cortex and hippocampus using the autopatcher, and it would need to be improved for this strategy to become a practical way of recording from deep brain structures. As suggested by Stoy et al., strategies for improving the placement of the pipette tip on the cell membrane, such as mapping of the target cell morphology by using the patch pipette as the probe for scanning ion conductance microscopy and estimation of membrane dimpling by observing changes in the pipette tip resistance in response to pressure modulation (Sánchez et al., 2008), may help increase the success rate for automated recordings in deeper tissues.

4.3. Automated image-guided patch clamp recordings in vivo

One of the first attempts at automating image-guided patching in vivo has resulted in a system called “smartACT” (smart Adaptive Cell Targeting), which enables automatic positioning of a patch pipette close to a targeted cell (Long et al., 2015). In the initial stages of its workflow, in which the pipette tip is positioned above the brain surface, smartACT utilizes 3D volume rendering of a two-photon image stack to allow for the selection of the pipette tip and target cell locations by a user. Once the pipette tip is automatically moved into the brain and placed at a certain distance away from the target cell, the system acquires another image stack and performs image segmentation on it to achieve automatic detection of the pipette tip and the target cell. The detection of the pipette tip and target cell locations enables adaptive adjustments of the pipette trajectory, resulting in a more accurate positioning of the pipette tip near the target cell. A user is then responsible for making the final approach to the cell, establishing contact with the cell membrane, gigasealing, and rupturing the cell membrane for whole-cell recordings. Using smartACT, the pipette tip could be moved from outside the brain to near a target cell in a similar time as a human experimenter, and manual patching following this automated pipette positioning led to whole-cell recordings in the primary visual cortex of anesthetized mice, with patched neurons showing electrophysiological characteristics similar to those in literature (Long et al., 2015).

A near complete automation of image-guided patching in vivo was reported recently by two groups (Anneckchino et al., 2017; Suk et al., 2017). The systems developed by these groups are both built on a commercial two-photon microscope and utilize a custom-built pressure controller. They also use a similar approach to compensate for the movement of a target cell while navigating a patch pipette toward it; namely, a closed-loop real-time imaging strategy in which the target cell location is continuously updated and the pipette trajectory is subsequently adjusted to achieve accurate positioning of the pipette tip onto the target cell. With the ability to address the key technical challenge of compensating for the target cell movement during targeted patching, both systems could automate all of the key steps involved in image-guided patching in vivo, which include pipette positioning into the brain and onto a target cell, gigaseal formation, and break-in. Schematic representations of the algorithms and the hardware of the system developed by Suk et al., termed the “imagepatcher”, are shown...
When targeting cortical PV-positive neurons in anesthetized mice, the performance of the two systems was quite similar: the success rates for a gigaseal and the whole-cell configuration reported by Suk et al. were 38.9% and 22.2% respectively (in PV-Cre x Ai14 mice), and those reported by Annecchino et al. were 46.6% and 22.2% respectively (in GAD67-GFP mice); the time it took to achieve the whole-cell configuration was 10 ± 3 min for Suk et al. and 6 ± 1 min for Annecchino et al. Both systems also reported quality of recordings and electrophysiological characteristics of their patched cells that were similar to those obtained from manually patched cortical neurons. In addition to PV-positive neurons, the system by Suk et al. could be used to patch targeted cortical CaMKIIα-positive neurons (in CaMKIIα-Cre x Ai14 mice), achieving a gigaseal 29.2% of the time and the whole-cell configuration.
recording 20.0% of the time. Annecchino et al. also showed their system could be used to patch targeted Purkinje cells in the cerebellum of GAD67-GFP mice as well as cortical pyramidal neurons and astrocytes in wild-type mice that were labeled using bulk loading of either Oregon Green BAPTA-1 AM or Sulforhodamine-101. Example images of an imagepatched cortical neuron and whole-cell recordings obtained using the imagepatcher are shown in Fig. 4 (adapted from Fig. 3D, 4E in Suk et al., 2017).

Among these similarities, some differences between the two systems exist. For example, the system by Suk et al. makes the final approach to the target cell (i.e. in the last ~10 to 15 μm) in the z-direction (i.e., vertically) while the final step taken towards the cell is purely axial (i.e. parallel to the pipette axis) in the system by Annecchino et al. It has to be noted that both of these approaches have been used in manual image-guided patching in vivo (Häsuer and Margrie, 2014; Komai et al., 2006; Margrie et al., 2003), and to our knowledge, it has not been reported that these approaches have a differential effect on the brain tissue or patch-clamp recordings. Another difference between the two systems is that while Suk et al. uses a pipette tip detection algorithm to automatically locate the pipette tip outside the brain and navigate the tip close to the brain surface, Annecchino et al. relies on a user to determine the pipette tip location and manually position the tip before penetrating the brain. Finally, in the event that the automatic closed-loop navigation of a pipette does not result in contact with a target cell, the system by Annecchino et al. requires manual adjustments of the pipette position, while the system by Suk et al. automatically retracts the pipette, updates the target cell location, and resumes the automatic closed-loop approach to the target cell (up to a set number of times).

While these two systems work well and show yield levels that are similar to or slightly better than that of manual approaches, there are still some manual steps involved. The requirement for a two-photon microscope, which is expensive, is also a hurdle for a widespread adoption of automated two-photon image-guided patching. However, the biggest advantage of using an automated system is arguably the mitigation of the time and effort required to learn the skill of manual patching; while an experimenter experienced in in vitro patch clamping may pick up the necessary skills for in vivo image-guided patch clamping fairly quickly, the time required for a novice to learn the technique can be substantial, at least around 4-6 months on average based on our experience. These automated systems should therefore considerably lower the bar for experimenters who are new to in vivo patch clamp, but want to obtain image-guided patch clamp recordings in vivo for their studies within a reasonable time-frame.

5. Future directions in the automation of whole-cell patch clamp

Automation of patch clamp technology, especially in vivo patch clamp, has made tremendous strides in recent years as described above. The autopatcher has been used to help characterize and validate a new non-invasive deep brain stimulation technique (Grossman et al., 2017).
and to study membrane voltage changes in awake animals (Kolb et al., 2018; Singer et al., 2017), but it has yet to be widely adopted across different laboratories. Notably, several steps in the in vivo patch clamp procedure are still manual, including pipette pulling, pipette exchanging, and pipette positioning under the objective. Recently, an interesting advance towards easing pipette exchanging was made (Kolb et al., 2016). This study describes a method that utilizes an enzymatic detergent (Alconox) to clean pipettes after use, enabling re-use within one minute of retraction. While pipettes appeared to be sufficiently cleaned using this method to allow for re-use, any potential negative side effects of any potential residual Alconox on cellular functions remain to be established. Another approach taken towards easing pipette exchanging includes the use of a carousel loaded with pulled pipettes, but this approach led to a very low yield of successful recordings (9%), potentially due to contamination and clogging of loaded pipettes (Holst et al., 2019). Combining an automated pressure control system similar to that implemented in the autopatcher with automated pipette cleaning in customized chambers has recently allowed one group to successfully achieve high yield multi-patch (up to 10 manipulators) experiments in rodent and human brain slices (Peng et al., 2019). For now, it remains to be seen how easily the cleaning approach can be integrated with in vivo patch setups, which tend to have many space constraints directly around the mouse holder and manipulators, especially in the case of two-photon image-guided patch clamp experiments.

Another major step that is still fully manual in the automated approaches mentioned above is that of performing a craniotomy (i.e. the procedure of drilling a hole in the skull for pipette access). Especially for image-guided patching, a perfect craniotomy without damage to blood vessels and brain tissue is crucial for successful patch clamp recordings, but it is difficult to perform and it requires much training to learn to perform a perfect craniotomy. For small craniotomies generally used in blind patching, it was found that this challenging procedure can be automated by measuring the electrical conductance at the tip of the drill while it is drilling into the skull (Pak et al., 2015). With an algorithm that uses an increase in the drill tip conductance to determine the moment a drill bit passes through the bottom of the skull, a robotic system that can make single or multiple craniotomies of various sizes was developed. This system was originally integrated with a commercial motorized stereotactic instrument (Neurostar) to enable stereotaxically targeted drilling (Pak et al., 2015), and Neurostar now offers a stereotaxic with the robotic drill as an add-on. A more recent approach utilizes an actuation sensor to profile the 3D shape of a mouse’s skull, which is then used to guide a modified desktop computer numerical controlled (CNC) mill to drill desired drilling patterns, from skull thinning to drilling holes for bone anchor screws to drilling large craniotomies, as used for image-guided patch clamp (Ghanbari et al., 2019b). These automated craniotomy systems may be integrated with automated patching systems to circumvent the need to perform craniotomies manually.

In addition to performing a craniotomy, an important step in in vivo image-guided patching is performing a durotomy (i.e., the process of removing the dura), which follows the craniotomy. In blind patching, the durotomy is not as critical, as patch pipettes often enter the brain through the same spot on the brain surface, which increases the chance of making a hole through the dura, even if left intact, and thus prevents the clogging of pipette tips in subsequent trials. With image-guided patching however, the pipette tip does not necessarily enter the brain through the same spot on the brain surface each time, which means the dura may need to be pierced anew at a different location with each pipette penetration. Each trial therefore faces a high chance of clogging the pipette tip. It is thus important to remove the entire dura (or at least a significant portion of the dura) found in the craniotomy for image-guided patching. However, similar to performing a craniotomy, performing a durotomy with minimal damage to the underlying tissue is difficult and requires a lot of training of the experimenter to be done well. Future approaches to standardize or automate durotomy procedures may evolve around enzymatic dissolution of the dura or the use of optical tools that may visualize the dura better than is currently feasible using standard light microscopy.

The most crucial problem that is encountered during in vivo image-guided patch clamp experiments in awake animals is movement of the brain inside a large craniotomy. Experimenters who routinely perform chronic imaging experiments have mitigated this issue by implanting a small glass coverslip after a craniotomy is performed. Also, attempts have even been made to replace the entire skull above the cortex with glass (Kim et al., 2016) or with polymer skulls (Ghanbari et al., 2019a). Chronic image-guided patch clamp experiments may be enabled by a similar approach of gaining optical access to a large extent of the brain, combined with (sterotaxically autodrilled) holes for pipette entry. While not designed with image-guided patch clamp experiments in mind, a method for drilling holes through glass coverslips implanted for chronic imaging has been already described (Roome and Kuhn, 2018). It therefore seems theoretically feasible that, in the near future, glass skulls that minimize brain movement could be penetrated at desired locations using an automated drilling approach. These locations can then be utilized by an automated patch clamp system for patching targeted cells through these holes, allowing for fully automated image-guided patch clamp recordings in awake animals.

While in vivo patch clamp is the ideal approach for studying neural activity in relation to sensory and/or motor functions in behaving animals, especially in combination with optogenetics and/or pharmacological approaches (Katz et al., this issue), in vitro patch clamp is still an extremely valuable tool to study cell-type specific biophysics, connectivity between cell types, and pharmacology of ion channels. A great opportunity therefore exists in further automating in vitro patch clamp technology. Given the advances in automating in vivo patch clamp, it should be feasible to fully automate patch clamping of fluorescent cells in brain slices. However, the automation of patching non-labeled neurons visualized with DIC optics is less straightforward and may require further breakthroughs in image-analysis of non-fluorescent structures. A recent development of a system named the “Patcherbot” (Kolb et al., 2019) is a potentially useful step towards this goal. The Patcherbot uses a machine-learning algorithm to track and correct for the movement of target cells in brain slices imaged using DIC optics; the cells are initially identified by a human experimenter, but are then tracked by the “cell tracker” algorithm that delineates the outline of the cells. A method for fully automated visual identification of cell bodies in DIC images without initial user selection has yet to be reported, but the strategy introduced by the Patcherbot holds promise for future progress in truly human-free, unattended in vitro patch clamp recordings.

Finally, one important aspect of patch clamp recordings that is not addressed in any of the automated systems above is the fact that unlike most other wet-bench technologies, a certain degree of real time data interpretation by the experimenter is crucial during patch clamp experiments. While some aspects related to the quality of recordings (e.g., seal resistance, access resistance) are already monitored in an automated fashion by some of the systems described above, experimental patch clammers often make changes to both the experimental conditions (e.g., pipette pressure, pipette tip positioning) and the applied protocols used for current or voltage clamp during recordings based on the real-time findings. Indeed, many important discoveries related to biophysical properties have been made by real time interpretation of the data being recorded and subsequent manipulation of experimental conditions and/or protocols. This illustrates that automation of patch clamp technology may be mostly useful for experiments requiring large datasets generated from rigid and standard protocols, such as those used during drug screening or basic cellular characterizations. For biological discoveries to be made from patch clamp recordings, real-time human insight and judgement will remain crucially important.